Growing up
with nature’s best.
Organic baby food of the highest quality

Dear parents,
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You can only really understand what it means to hold a baby in your arms and be
responsible for this miracle once you have one. Then, a beautiful and exciting time begins
in which many parents become aware of how difficult it is to make the right decisions
for this new little life each day.
We at Holle do our best to support you and your family in this important phase.
We would like to let you know in detail why you are making an all-round good decision
with our products over the following pages.
You will also discover lots of interesting facts about our philosophy, values and products,
as well as numerous practical tips on baby and child nutrition, at www.holle.ch.
Yours,

The Holle team
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		 Optimally nurtured from the very
beginning
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THE SIX PRINCIPLES BEHIND OUR THOUGHTS AND ACTIONS
For more than 85 years, we at Holle have been manufacturing
baby food that meets the highest demands in terms of
organic quality. As the first Demeter manufacturer for
baby food, we follow a holistic approach whose goal is the
well-being of mankind and nature alike.

Always ORGANIC –
for all the right reasons
Organic and biodynamic
natural circular economy p 6

Holistic nutrition
simplicity and diversity p 8

The highest organic
quality for baby food
safe products p 6

Natural range
seasonal and local p 8

Sustainability and
appreciation
Tradition

fair and equitable economic
management p 10

Since then, we have supported pregnant
women and young families from the infant
years to nursery – and sometimes even
beyond. Pure recipes without additives, raw
materials from organic farms with whom
we maintain long-term, fair partnerships,
as well as protecting the soil, animals and
the environment – our family business feels
profoundly committed to all this.

We are thus convinced that we can only
be useful and sustainable if we respect
this holistic nature and live it as a company
philosophy.
That is why Holle represents
Always ORGANIC –
for all the right reasons.

Like the grains of an ear of wheat, these
principles are tightly interwoven.

family-run
company p 10
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Long-term partnerships are the
hallmarks of our cooperations
with Demeter farmers.

In accordance with the Demeter philosophy,
each farm is considered as an organic
whole. Demeter farmers act according to
the principle: ‘We give to the earth more
than we take from it.’ They reject pesticides
and herbicides as adamantly as they reject
genetic engineering. Animals are reared
in conditions appropriate to the species.
This also means that cows are allowed to
keep their horns. In Demeter farms, openpollination vegetable and fruit varieties
are also self-cultivated.

Certainty about everything
ORGANIC QUALITY TO
THE HIGHEST LEVEL

Caring for
one another
Holle is a Demeter pioneer in the
manufacture of baby food.
Around 80% of our products carry
the Demeter seal and guarantee
organic quality at the highest level.
Wherever possible, we use raw
materials from biodynamic
agriculture.
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As a manufacturer of baby food, we
guarantee the highest possible product
safety. The manufacture of baby food is
already subject to strict legal guidelines.
We achieve our especially high Holle quality
level through the interplay of the consistently organic and biodynamic cultivation
of our raw materials, as well as care in their
processing. Seamless control examinations
along the production chain are also an essential component of our quality management: they are always based on the latest
scientific and technological research.

What makes Demeter
so special?
Demeter is the trademark for products
from biodynamic farming. Only strict
ly controlled contract partners may
use it. The Demeter guidelines go far
beyond those of controlled biological
farming.
natural cycle management without
exploitation of the soil
quality instead of quantity
animal welfare
avoiding animal hormones and
growth regulators
natural manures and rejection
of all chemical herbicides and
pesticides
especially gentle processing and
no use of chemical additives
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HOLISTIC NUTRITION AND NATURAL RANGE

Learn to eat with all the senses
Infants and children have special requirements when it
comes to their diet. They need simplicity in terms of range
and selected recipes that meet their requirements –
without artificial additives.
Holle meets this demand with natural
diversity in the product range and raw
materials harvested seasonally and
locally in the highest organic quality.
Children should be allowed to develop
according to their age and individual pace.
Through sustainable and healthy nutrition,
we support this holistically harmonious
development. Nutritionally sensible
recipes rely on the pure flavour offered
by fragrant and perfectly ripened seasonal
fruits and vegetables. After all, babies
taste three times more intensely than
adults and thus experience the characteristic flavour of foods authentically from
the beginning.
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Children discover a
variety of flavours at
their own pace – without
the distraction of unnecessary
ingredients. Our demand:
quality above quantity.
This includes the rejection of
genetic engineering.

creation of a wholesome, comprehensive
and natural product range that promotes
the holistic and harmonious development
of the child.

Holistic from the outset
We see nutrition as a responsible, coopera
tive task. This attitude is reflected in the
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SUSTAINABILITY, APPRECIATION AND TRADITION

Working together,
influencing together
Sustainable management from the source of the raw ingredients
to the finished product is part of the company philosophy
that we pursue. For more than 85 years, we have not only built up
comprehensive expertise in the area of baby food, but
also the trust of our customers.
For us, this is also a question of justice – especially for our children’s generation. Ultimately,
it is about the important question of what
living conditions we want to leave them with.

Real partnerships
Baby food
without a footprint
Our children rely on us: envir
onmental and climate protection
are serious tasks. For this reason,
all our infant milk formulas and
grain porridges, from the farm to
To compensate
the store shelf, are manufactured
for our emissions,
climate-neutrally and carry the
we support biodynamic
certification ‘CO2 -neutral’.
CO2e reduction projects
by Soil & More. For more
information, see
www.soilandmore.com
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Appreciating the work done and the workers
themselves is also of great significance for
us when it comes to cooperations. We maintain long-term relationships with our partner farms – characterised by transparency,
exchange and fair prices. In addition, we
are committed to a wide range of social
projects and ensure human dignity and
compliance with social standards. Furthermore, since 1951, we have been the first
baby food manufacturer to work construct
ively within the Demeter association.
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From the field to the store
shelf: our cooperation
with employees and partner farms is characterised
by trust, respect and
appreciation within our
family-run company.
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OUR DIVERSE RANGE

The highest organic quality for baby food

Jars

Infant milk formulas

Pouches
Grain porridges and grain porridges with milk
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DINO
DATE

Snacks
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Important: breastfeeding is the best thing for your baby.
The WHO recommends breastfeeding exclusively for six months.

Kids range

Teas and
weaning oil

Accessories
and guides
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INFANT MILK FORMULAS
Holle organic formulas contain high-quality
cow’s or goat’s milk – to Demeter quality
wherever possible. Their natural flavour
and simple preparation also make them
attractive.

Optimally nurtured
from the very beginning
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You will also find
valuable tips around the
subject of breastfeeding
and more details on formu
las in our breastfeeding and
milk guide, which can be
downloaded at
www.holle.ch
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Important note
Breastfeeding is the best thing for your
baby because breast milk provides your
child with all the important nutrients they
need for growth and development. A
wholesome diet for the mother during
pregnancy and lactation is particularly important. If breastfeeding does not work or
is not sufficient, infant formula can be used.
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Holle is the first Demeter manufacturer
for infant milk formula. You can rely
on our comprehensive expertise in
this area in good conscience. Your baby
will be optimally nurtured at each
developmental stage.

The organic palm oil for our infant
formula is produced in a
sustainable and fair way in Colombia
and Brazil. More details at
www.holle.ch/sustainability

If breastfeeding is not possible or is insufficient, our formula reliably provides your
baby with all the nutrients they need for
healthy development to the highest
organic quality.
And Holle organic
infant goat milk formula
also offer all the important
vitamins, minerals and
nutrients for the individual
development of your child.

Please be aware that an increase in the
provision of infant formula can be detrimental to milk production. If you make the
decision not to breastfeed your baby, it is
physiologically difficult to undo this decision. If infant formula is used, we would
like to point out that it is important for the
health of your baby to precisely follow the
directions for preparation and storage.
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The carefully selected grain for our
porridges is gently opened and finely ground for baby’s maturing digestive
system. Our range includes a wide variety
of cereals – individually or as a mixture.
Our ready-made grain porridges with milk
are especially practical. They only require
the addition of hot water and represent a
wholesome meal. With our wide product
range, you can easily customise your
child’s food to their individual needs and
preferences.

Start with a glutenfree porridge such as
millet or rice flakes and
expand by the spoonful to
include gluten-containing
varieties for evening and
afternoon porridges.

High-quality junior mueslis
For babies from the tenth month, Holle offers
organic junior mueslis that can form part
of the transition to family foods as a high-

GRAIN PORRIDGES AND
GRAIN PORRIDGES WITH MILK

Wholegrain for
a full flavour
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quality breakfast meal. The fine pieces in the
wholegrain cereal mix absorb milk especially
well and are therefore easy to chew.

Variety and diversity on the table
porridges made from grain, fruit and vegetables
grain porridges with milk – ideal for breakfast –
and as an evening meal
gluten-free, as well as gluten-containing varieties

Our organic grain porridges are
manufactured from the full grain
kernel so that the natural vitamins,
minerals and fibre are retained.
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gentle organic wholegrain flakes
with no added sugar 1
simple preparation
1

Ingredients contain naturally occurring sugars
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Important tip:
JAR RANGE

You should add a little
Holle organic weaning oil
to fat-free jars to ensure that
important vitamins and fatty
acids are optimally absorbed.
In addition, the oil provides
plenty of energy, which your
child needs at this age.

Savour diversity
by the spoonful
Our extensive range of jars offers a large selection
for each developmental stage during the transition
phase to solid food.
The Holle jar range is based on general rec
ommendations for transition to solids. As a
practical overview, you can download our
solid-food guide at www.holle.ch free of charge.

New taste territory
Holle promotes the development of your
child’s natural sense of taste with recipes

that are as simple as possible. In this way,
the individual taste of the respective
ingredient can be experienced as it is.
Depending on your child’s age and preferences, we offer a wide range of fruit
and vegetable jars through to simple baby
menus for a healthy, varied and balanced
solid-food transition phase.

with no added sugar 1
without added salt
without unnecessary
spices
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1

Ingredients contain naturally occurring sugars
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POUCHES

Deliciously tasty with
100% fruit and vegetables
Discover the Holle pouches made from the best ingredients
to Demeter quality.
The varied but simple recipes are
designed to meet the needs of babies
and small children.

Mess-free enjoyment
Whether pure fruit, fruit with cereal, fruit
with vegetables or just vegetables – all the

delicious varieties contain no added
sugars, flavourings, colourings2 or
preservatives2. So puree fans both big
and small can experience the natural
flavour of the ingredients mess-free –
at home or on the go. The lovingly elaborated illustrations and wild, fanciful
names whet the appetite!

finely pureed
with no added sugar 1 , with
no colouring2 or preservatives2

Tip:

without added salt

Mixed with other pulped
foods, the puree ensures a
delicious fruit or vegetable
note. An ideal afternoon
snack: a pouch alongside
a Holle baby rusk or
baby biscuit.

already suitable for children
under one year of age
natural flavour
resealable
1
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Ingredients contain naturally occuring sugars

2

By law
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TEA, OIL AND MORE

Flavourful addition during the breastfeeding and solid-food transition phase

Practically and
sustainably manu
factured from
renewable raw
materials.

Ensure sensible diversity with our additional assortment
of teas, oil and snacks.
The breastfeeding tea can support milk
production: it is used from the end of
pregnancy and during the entire lactation
period. Breastfeeding and baby teas ensure
a balanced fluid level in lactating women
or babies and small children.

The weaning oil is an important supplement
for babies’ nutrition because infants in the
first year of life have a higher energy requirement. Our weaning oil contains high-quality
essential fatty acids and improves the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins in the body.

mild, aromatic herbal
blends

ideal as a snack
between meals

from organic cultivation
unsweetened

You can also discover our extensive range
of snacks, ideally suited for the refinement
and varied composition of between-meal
snacks for little gourmets.

from rapeseed,
sunflower and hemp
seed oil

convenient when
on the go
easy to hold
for little hands

cold-pressed
with valuable gamma
linolenic acid
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SNACKS

First nibbles for
little gourmets
Whether biscuits, crackers or
fruit slices – our snacks are avail
able in many delicious flavours.
And are also easy to hold for the
littlest hands – and from there
to the mouth.

They are nutritionally tailored to the needs
of small children. With the best ingredients
to organic quality, naturally. To crunch,
nibble and take with you wherever you go.

Practical:
handy fresh
and individual
packs

snacks from the eighth,
tenth and twelfth month
with no artificial flavour
ings, colouring 1 or
preservatives 1
with no added sugar 2
selected ingredients
to organic quality
ideal for between
meals and on
the go

1
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2

By law
Ingredients contain naturally occurring sugars
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COOL FOR KIDS

Tasty and fruity:
snack time for children

Appetising snacks
With little salt, free from added flavourings
and sweetened only by fruits, these snacks
are adapted to the nutritional needs of
children from three years of age. The herbs,
spices and fruits used naturally strengthen
taste development.

Play, cavort, discover new things: new paths are opening
up for the older ones among the little ones: Holle organic
snacks for children from three years of age.
Ideal to
take along, to
pack and to
snack on.

delightfully tasty with
sweetness from fruits
exciting taste variations
low salt
with no
added sugar 1

1
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with organic vegetables
and organic cereals

Ingredients contain naturally occurring sugars
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Do you have any questions for us?
If you have any further questions on feeding your
child or about our products, please contact
our Holle nutrition service by telephone or email.
We will be delighted to call you back.

How to reach us:
Holle nutrition service: 0800 662 2110
Holle contact form: www.holle.ch
Holle baby food AG
Lörracherstrasse 50
CH-4125 Riehen
www.holle.ch

7640161877542

You can find
recipes, nutritional
insights, nutritional tips
and much more on:

And one more tip:
Become a member now
free of charge!

www.holle-babyclub.de
www.holle-babyclub.ch

